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How to get mechanical work from a capacitor and a couple of batteries
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The work done by a parallel plate capacitor is evaluated when the plate separation is changed. Two cases are considered: 1) when the
capacitor has a constant charge; 2) when the capacitor is at constant voltage. The net work is calculated when the device follows a closed
cycle in the charge-voltage space. For certain conditions a net mechanical work can be obtained from the cycling capacitor. The analysis is
simple enough to be explained in a general physics course.
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Se ha evaluado el trabajo realizado por un capacitor plano cuando se cambia la separación entre las placas. Se consideran dos casos: 1) el
capacitor tiene carga constante; 2) el capacitor está a potencial constante. Se calcula el trabajo neto cuando el dispositivo realiza un ciclo
cerrado en el espacio de carga-voltaje. Bajo ciertas condiciones, se puede obtener trabajo mecánico neto del capacitor. El análisis es lo
suficientemente simple como para ser explicado en un curso de fı́sica general.

Descriptores:Máquina eĺectrica; capacitor.

PACS: 41.20; 84.32; 84.50

If we think about getting mechanical work from a battery,
an electrical engine immediately comes to mind. This is a
natural association since it is the usual way of transforming
electrochemical energy stored in the battery into mechani-
cal work. However, in this article an alternative way will be
shown. It is a novel approach using a capacitor and a cou-
ple of batteries with different voltages. The analysis of the
system should be understandable by freshman students with
a good background in general physics.

We shall consider in our analysis a parallel plate capaci-
tor to get exact results; however, the general idea should work
for any shape. The area of the capacitor plates isA, the gap
between them, filled with air, isx so the electric permeability
of the dielectric medium isε0.

Our first step is to study the work done by a capacitor
with a fixed stored charge and a variable gap between its
plates. The physical situation is the following. A capacitor
is initially uncharged and the plate gap isxi. A battery with
a voltageVi is connected to the capacitor, and it acquires a
chargeq. Afterwards, it is disconnected from the battery but
remains charged; the plate space is changed toxf , and work
has to be done on the capacitor in order to modify the gap;
our aim is to evaluate that workWq. The subindexq means
the system has a constant charge.

To calculateWq, it is sufficient to evaluate the change
in the capacitor’s potential energyE written asE = q/2C,
whereC is the capacitance. For a parallel plate capacitor, the
capacitance isC = ε0A/x and we can write:
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Equation (1) explicitly states that the stored charge re-
mains constant in the process. However, it would be useful to
restate it in terms of the battery voltage. One should remem-
ber thatC = q/V ; consequently, for a plane capacitor one
obtains:
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We have found the work done by a parallel plane capac-
itor that has been connected to a battery with voltageVi, ac-
quired a chargeq, disconnected from the battery and its plate
separation changed fromxi to xf . Since the process is at a
constant charge,q = CiVi = CfVf and:
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This relation will be useful later.
The next step is to evaluate the work done when the volt-

age is constant. The capacitor is connected to a battery with
voltageV , and the plate separation is changed fromxi to xf .
One should remember that the force between the plates can
be written as:
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The work needed to change the plate gap is:
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The subindexV means that the process has taken place at
constant voltage.

We have all the elements required to use the capacitor as
a device that can deliver mechanical work. The capacitor has
to follow the cycle shown in Fig. 1. The analogy with ther-
modynamic cycles of thermal engines leads us to use a sim-
ilar terminology of “expansions” and “compressions”. The
capacitor starts at state A with coordinates (x1,V1) and is ex-
panded at a constant charge to B(x2,V2); then, it is again ex-
panded at a constant voltage from B(x2, V2) to C(x3, V2).

FIGURE 1. This graph shows the closed cycle followed by the sys-
tem. The capacitor is connected to a battery with potentialV1 at
point A and the plate gap isx1. Afterwards, the battery is discon-
nected and the plate separation is increased, keeping the charge in
the capacitor constant. Once the voltage between the plates isV2,
the capacitor is connected to a battery with that potential. With
the capacitor at a constant voltage, the plate separation is increased
again tox3, reaching point C. Then, the plate gap is decreased un-
til the original voltageV1 is reached at point D. At this point, a
new “compression” at constant voltage takes place and the original
plate separation is regained. Notice that the slope of AB (CD) is
proportional to the charge stored in the capacitor.

FIGURE 2. The same cycle depicted in the previous figure is shown
in the (q,V) plane. Since each cycle step is at a constant charge or
at constant voltage, the cycle shape is rectangular. It is a simple
exercise to evaluate the area of the rectangle that is minus the net
work performed by the system.

From C, it is compressed at constant charge until it reaches
the original voltage in D(x4, V1); finally, the cycle is closed
with a compression from D(x4, V1) to A.

Our task is to evaluate each step to get the net mechanical
work done (or received) by the capacitor.

From A to B, the work is at a constant charge; so, accord-
ing to Eq. (1):

WA,B =
ε0AV 2
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From B to C, the system is at a constant potential; follow-
ing Eq. (5), the work is:
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From C to D, one gets:
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Finally, from D to A, it is
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The net work is the sum of Eqs. (6)-(9). It should be
noticed thatx2 andx4can be written, according to (3), as:
x2 = x1V2/V1, x4 = x3V1/V2. The final outcome is:

Wnet = ε0A (V2 − V1)
(
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)
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Equation (10) is the central result of this paper and shows
that the net work done by the capacitor performing the cycle
shown in Fig. 1 is different from zero. One may get mechan-
ical work if V2/x3 > V1/x1.

A graphical interpretation of the previous result is possi-
ble. The cycle has to be plotted in the (q, V ) space as shown
in Fig. 2. In this space the process plot is a rectangle and the
enclosed area is easy to evaluate. One can write:

q1 = C1V1 =
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Consequently, the rectangle area is:

Area= ε0A
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)
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The area enclosed by the rectangle is the net work done by
the system with the opposite sign. Our aim is accomplished:
we can get net work from a capacitor following the cycle of
Fig. 1 or 2 and shown by Eq. (10) or (12) if the relation
betweenV1, V2, x1 andx3 is the correct one.

It is pointless to evaluate the efficiency of the system ana-
lyzed here since all the work delivered by the capacitor comes
from the batteries with voltagesV1 andV2. It would be more
realistic to consider the wire resistance and get the Joule heat
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dissipated. However, it is difficult to evaluate the current
flowing between the batteries and the capacitor because its
capacitance changes with the plate separation. One should
know the temporal evolution of the gapx(t) to get the time
dependence of the capacitanceC(t).

To summarize, an engine might be built from two bat-
teries with potentialsV1 andV2 and a capacitor. Although
of little technological import, it is interesting from a concep-

tual point of view and affords a useful exercise for a general
physics course.
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